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Genuine Flex Auger: Our Original "Careless" Auger
Is Often Copied Except For The Quality!

FLEX-AUGER® MODEL Model 50
Capacity (Ibs./minute @ 40 lbs. of
feed per cubic foot) 20

FI the super auger sysiem
for hogs, dairy & poultry

Concept

If it doesn’t say “FLEX-AUGER” you’re not going to get the
benefits that oniy FLEX-AUGER Feed Delivery Systems can
give. Since Chore-Time first invented the “coreless” auger
principle about 20 years ago, others have copied the patented
principle. But none have gone to the expense or trouble of
imitating all the quality features and constant improvements
that havegone into FLEX-AUGER year by year.

One of those quality differences is the spring steel auger
itself. It takes justthe right steel, plus the special
manufacturing know-how, to end up with the very flexible, yet
long-wearing properties that you getwith FLEX-AUGER.

three capacities to meet any need you have

Model 75 Model 90
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SPECIAL FEATURES

■ It’s a study in simplicity. There are no
corners, gears, connections, or pins to
cause excess friction and wear out This,
plus low weight of the centerless auger
which floats in the tube, means it con-
sumes less power.

■ Less space is required to mount FLEX-
AUGER, compared with other systems, it
simply hangs from the rafters or ceiling by
chains provided.

FLEX-AUGER it has earned its reputation as
“the best way ever devised to deliver feed! ”

■ Closed auger tube means feed stays fresh-
er, free of insect or rodent contamination.

■ Because the tube is essentially sealed, it
can be used outdoors as well as indoors.

■ It’s versatile. It adapts to various types of
feeds, nearly any building layout.

New CHORE-TIME
High Moisture Com Delivery System
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...yes, now there's a flex-auger for
high moisture corn.

Now, Chore-Time has successfully developed a FLEX-AUGER
system to handle corn up to 27% moisture. You can now take ad-
vantage of the cost and energy saving of high moisture corn with-
out having to re-invest this money and energy in feed handling
setup. The system includes stainless steel bin boot and oversize
auger tube with smaller auger.

Highly Versatile, long lasting,
efficient user of
electric energy

THE SUPERAUGER
SYSTEM FOR HOGS,
DAIRY & POULTRY!

Completely Galvanized
Weather-proof Bins

The feed bin is the heart of any feeding system.
If it fails, the system fails. That’s why we put s
much quality into our complete line of bulk fee
bins - starting with the complete galvanizing ol
all bin parts, even the legs and braces.

AGRI' equipment,,^.
CATTLE HOG POULTRY EQUIPMENT

RO 4. EPHRATA, PA 17522
PHONE: 717-354-4271

★ SERVING PA, N.J. and N.T.

AGRI-EQUIPMENT, INC.
OFFERS COMPLETE SALE,
INSTALLATION, SERVICE

STORE HOURS:
Mon. - Fri.

7:30 to 5:30;
Sat. 7:30 to 12:00


